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QUESTION 1

You are creating a SQL Server 2008 Integration Services (SSIS) instance which is deployed to a production server for
Company.com. 

You should utilize local development environment to check it. 

You should make sure that you should set the protection level for users when the user decides to run it. 

Which is the correct answer? 

A. You should utilize EncryptPartWithPassword 

B. You should utilize EncryptSensitiveWithLoginName 

C. You should utilize SaveSensitive 

D. You should utilize EncryptAllWithUserKey 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You create a SQL Server 2008 Analysis Services (SSAS) solution. 

You create a dimension named Customer. The Customer dimension has the attributes named Country and State. 

The Country attribute has the following components: 

The KeyColumn property is set to the country code. 

The NameColumn property is set to the country name. 

You create an attribute relation between the Country attribute and the State attribute. 

You need to ensure that the state names are sorted first by the country name and then by the state name. 

What should you do? 

A. Set the OrderBy property to Name and the OrderByAttribute property to Country for the State attribute. 

B. Set the OrderBy property to AttributeName and the OrderByAttribute property to Country for the State attribute. 

C. Set the OrderBy property to Name for the Country attribute. Set the OrderBy property to Key and the
OrderByAttribute property to Country for the State attribute. 

D. Set the OrderBy property to Name for the Country attribute. Set the OrderBy property to AttributeKey and the
OrderByAttribute property to Country for the State attribute. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 3

You are a database developer and you have about two years experience in creating business intelligence (BI) solutions
by using SQL Server2008. 

Now you are employed in a company which is named NaproStar and work as the technical support for the company
which uses SQL Server2008. 

To meet the business development, you create a SQL Server 2008 Analysis Server (SSAS) solution, which has a
measure named ProductQuantity and a price dimension named DimPrice along with a hierarchy named Price. Then the
code 

segment is added to the calculation script of the cube as the following: (Line letters are used only for reference.) Now
you get an order from your manager to accomplish the following tasks: 

1.

 Increase the value of the ProductionQuantity measure by 60% for each month in the fourth quarter of 2006. 

2.

 Keep the value for the fourth quarter of 2006 unchanged. What action should you perform to accomplish the tasks
above? 

A. You should have the code segment below added at line A: Scope([Measures].[Quantity], [DimPrice]. [Price].[Quarter].
[Q4 2006]);This=[DimPrice].[Price].currentmember * 1.6;End Scope 

B. You should have the code segment below added at line D: Scope([Measures].
[ProductQuantity],Descendants([DimPrice].[Price].[Quarter]. [Q4 2006][DimPrice].[Price].
[Month]));This=[DimPrice].[Price].currentmember * 1.6;End Scope; 

C. You should have the code segment below added at line A: Scope([Measures].
[ProductQuantity],Descendants([DimPrice].[Price].[Quarter].[Q4 2006][DimPrice].[Price].
[Month]));This=[DimPrice].[Price].currentmember * 1.6;End Scope; 

D. You should have the code segment below added at line D: Scope([Measures].[Quantity], [DimPrice]. [Price].[Quarter].
[Q4 2006]);This=[DimPrice].[Price].currentmember * 1.6;End Scope; 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You are developing SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services (SSRS) samples which include some reports which utilize
stored credentials to get data from a SQL Server 2008 sample for Company.com. 

There is the instance recovers and SSRS instance in a computer. 

You should make sure that the reports could run normally. Which is the correct answer? 

A. You should delete the encryption keys and create new ones. 

B. You should recovery the encryption keys. 
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C. You should change the encryption values. 

D. You should reset the encryption default values. 

Correct Answer: B 

MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-448) p. 579 

EXAM TIP 

When faced with a system failure where you lose your SSRS instance and/or database, you will: 

*

 first need to reinstall SSRS. 

*

 After the installation is complete, you can optionally restore the latest backup of your report server catalog database (if
it was also lost). 

*

 After the service and catalog databases are in place, 

*

 your final step is to restore the encryption key onto the newly installed instance of SSRS. This will enable the report
server to be able to decrypt the catalog security, reports, and data sources. 

 

QUESTION 5

You are working as reporting administrator for a product development company. The company uses SQL Server 2008
Reporting Services (SSRS) deployed in native mode. 

You need to deploy multiple reports via InstallShield. 

Which three components are you required to use? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

Choose three.) 

A. Report Builder 

B. rs.exe 

C. rsconfig utility 

D. ReportService2010.asmx 

E. .rss file 

Correct Answer: BCE 

B: rs Utility (rs.exe) (SSRS) 
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Processes script you provide in an input file. Use this utility to automate report server deployment and administration
tasks. 

Example: 

rs i c:\scriptfiles\script_copycontent.rss -s http://localhost/reportserver 

C: The rsconfig.exe utility encrypts and stores connection and account values in the RSReportServer.config file.
Encrypted values include report server database connection information and account values used for unattended report
processing. 

E: The script [used as input to rs.exe] must be written in Visual Basic .NET code, and stored in a Unicode or UTF-8 text
file with an .rss file name extension. You cannot debug scripts with the rs utility. To debug a script, run the code within
Microsoft Visual Studio. 

Incorrect: 

Not A: Report Builder is a report authoring environment for business users who prefer to work in the Microsoft Office
environment. When you design a report, you specify where to get the data, which data to get, and how to display the
data. When you run the report, the report processor takes all the information you have specified, retrieves the data, and
combines it with the report layout to generate the report. 

Reference: rs Utility (rs.exe) (SSRS) 
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